Robin Winogrond, landscape architect and urban designer, is co-founder and from 2014-2020 partner of Studio
Vulkan Landscape Architecture, Zurich, Switzerland. While continuing the collaboration with Studio Vulkan she is
working independently and internationally on projects, juries, lecturing, teaching and publishing.
Selection of recent accomplishments:
2020
-

Guest Critic Harvard University Graduate School of Design
LILA International Jury Member, Landezine Landscape Architecture Awards
Keynote Speaker, Icelandic Federation of Landscape Architects Conference (FILA)
Finalist international competition Grasbrook, Hamburg, "Urban Delta Labor" (Studio Vulkan)
Landezine Talks: Interview with Robin Winogrond, link: https://youtu.be/lGLf58I-dyA

2019
-

Guest Critic Harvard University Graduate School of Design
LILA "Best Office Award 2019" Studio Vulkan, Landezine Landscape Architecture Awards
Lecture ETH Future Cities Laboratory. Exchange "Europe meets Southeast Asia"
Member City Building Commission, Basel
Speaker Celebration "90 Years Department of Landscape Architecture", University of Berlin
Speaker European Forum of Urban Forestry, "Dynamic Tranquility"

2018
-

Venice Biennale: lecture and panel for Field Office Architects, Taiwan
Swiss Landscape Architecture Award Hochparterre for Museum of Natural History, St. Gallen
Winner international IBA competition “The Other Park”. Heidelberg (Studio Vulkan)
Speaker in Lecture Series "Encountering the Landscape", University of Turin, Italy

2017
-

Winner international competition for the Zurich Airport Park (Studio Vulkan)

2016
-

Winner international competition Waterfront Promenade, Lugano-Paradiso (Studio Vulkan)
Speaker Symposium "Architecture and Experience", University of Tampere, Finland

The design approach of Robin Winogrond reflects her interdisciplinary education in landscape architecture, urban
design, architecture and art, and with it the intention to understand our built environment in various scales and from
a variety of perspectives. In Switzerland as well as abroad she partakes regularly in professional juries, panels,
lectures, publishing and teaching. Her design approach focuses, among other things, on the perception of
atmospheres, complex identities and social spaces of the contemporary urban and peripheral landscape. She holds a
Bachelors of Arts in Urban Design, a Master of Landscape Architecture and was a visiting resident at the Academy of
Fine Arts in Stuttgart, Germany.
Winogrond works on a wide variety of scales and themes, with a focus on built works as well as large scale open
space and urban design schemes, and site-specific installations. The work seeks to understand and interpret the
diverse demands, contradictions and countervailing expectations of the contemporary landscape, using this
productive tension as a driver for developing innovative and experimental design strategies that interpret the
conditions of the site and its users. Design is understood, among other things, as utilizing the moderation of these
contradictions to formulate new design approaches and solutions, develop strategic and experimental design
languages which make visible and interpret these conditions into clear, powerful experiences of place and space.

